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MENSWEAR 

 

Combine the strict uniformity of 1970’s Pan Am flight attendants, a touch of 70’s swagger, fused with the 

minimalist aesthetic of the 90’s, and you have the spirit of the FW11 RAOUL Men’s collection.  

 

Shapes are slightly reminiscent of Tim Roth, featured in a campaign of that minimalist era, sporting boxy 

precision cut tech jackets – free of superfluous details – with super-trim trousers worn just short of his 

heavily polished shoes. With understated elegance, clean lines and refined tailoring, this collection sports 

classic styles with subtly arresting details that catches one’s eye and redefines the style of a modern man.  

 

Colors:    

 

Colors are matt and even. Key colors are cognac, putty, maroon and navy, often contrasted alongside 

bright color blocks or with receding neutrals that come in black, grey and bitter brown. 

 

Fabrications: 

 

Fabrics have been specially selected for luxury and comfort. Fine worsted wool for suiting and jackets, also 

used in casual combinations of canvas or moleskin with leather for sports jackets. Herringbone, double-

faced, light weight cashmere for an overcoat with a leather collar. Polished leather bomber jackets. Matt, 

neat and fitted cropped shearling jackets. Long-sleeved leather V neck T-shirts. Military rib, high quality silk-

cotton knit and Merino wool knit crew neck sweaters. Brushed cotton for ultra-trim trousers. 

 

Details:  

 

Style, cut and details have been pared down to its essential form and function, and executed in non-

traditional ways:  Patch leather pockets, contrast and self fabric binding on shirts and tailored jackets; self 

fabric binding drawing attention to cut and form. Blocked patterns on outers and shirts are formed by way of 

color or fabric combinations. Military fastenings on boxy jackets and coats. Hybrid shirt and jersey shirt 

combinations with poplin pockets, collars or cuffs; sometimes a full sleeve on a jersey body. Canvas slim 

trousers with a self fabric tuxedo stripe. Elasticized and button suspension waist details drawn from vintage 

men’s boxer shorts are incorporated into the tailored trouser.  

 



Highlights: 

 

Outers and shirts make a statement this season. Terracotta suede duster coat worn over knit turtleneck and 

slim trousers. Velvet jacket with flat leather patch pockets for textural contrast. Fine wool tailored jacket with 

asymmetric leather shoulders. Double breasted jacket in an unexpected wool and leather fabric 

combination. Shearling leather motorcycle jacket. 2-tone color blocked shirts and shirts featuring tone on 

tone piping details. Fine gage cashmere-silk blend knits have graphic details such as color blocking, stripes 

and collar tipping. 

 

Bags and accessories:  

 

Leather briefcases and bags in neutral colors like black and navy, featuring various carrying style options, 

organizational features and different sizes to combine daytime essentials with modern styles. 

 

Shoes are polished and sophisticated this season - Heavy, shiny box calf leather lace up shoes and loafers 

in cognac, brown and black. 
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